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The Canonical Correlation is a multivariate analysis of correlation. Canonical is the
statistical term for analyzing latent variables
http://www.statisticssolutions.com/canonical-correlation/
30 The statistical significance of canonical correlations has not always been considered
very adequately by other writers, it is also the purpose of this paper to
http://www.jstor.org/stable/2332247
Thus, at sixteen years of age, the young clerk might have held his own, in mystical
theology, against a father of the church; in canonical theology, against a father
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/canonical
Example: Canonical Correlation. This example is based on a fictitious data file
(Factor.sta) To test the significance of all canonical roots,
http://documentation.statsoft.com/STATISTICAHelp.aspx?path=Canonical/CanonicalAn
alysis/Examples/Example1CanonicalCorrelation
In statistics, canonical-correlation analysis Each row can be tested for significance with
the following method. Since the correlations are sorted,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonical_correlation
CANONICAL: Review the definition, meaning, pronunciation, explanation, synonyms,
and antonyms of the term CANONICAL in the Online Dictionary. What is a 9 letter word
http://www.hyperdictionary.com/dictionary/canonical
Johnson Michael Kallidukil is the author of The Canonical Significance Of The Synod Of
Bishops Of 1994 On Consecrated Life Johnson Michael Kallidukil s Followers.
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/994501.Johnson_Michael_Kallidukil
All day long, within the canonical hours, the door of Holchester House is perpetually
opening to receive visitors.
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/canonical+hours

Psychology Definition of CANONICAL CORRELATION: in statistics, refers to the
correlation which exists between variables as expressed in a linear combination. In
http://psychologydictionary.org/canonical-correlation/
The Non-Canonical Gospels the Gospel of Thomas is important because it preserves an
alternative way of understanding Jesus significance during an early and
http://gregmonette.com/blog/post/the-non-canonical-gospels-and-the-historical-jesus
How to Assess the Relationship Between Variables, Canonical Analysis. General
Purpose; Computational Methods and Results; Assumptions; General Ideas; Sum Scores
http://documents.software.dell.com/Statistics/Textbook/Canonical-Analysis
Amazon.co.jp The Canonical Significance Of The Synod Of Bishops Of 1994 On
Consecrated Life: From The Lineamenta To The Vita Consecrata (Adnotationes in Ius
http://www.amazon.co.jp/Canonical-Significance-Synod-Bishops-Consecratedx/dp/3631505574
Full Definition of CANONICAL 1 : of, relating to, or forming a canon 2 : conforming to
a general rule or acceptable procedure : orthodox 3 : of or relating to a
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/canonical
The Canonical Significance Of The Synod Of Bishops Of 1994 On Consecrated Life:
From The Lineamenta To The Vita Consecrata: Amazon.it: Johnson Michael Kallidukil
http://www.amazon.it/Canonical-Significance-Synod-BishopsConsecrated/dp/3631505574
I piped up my objection, but it was the canonical term and there was no chance I would
succeed in changing it.
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/canonical
canonical The standard or authoritative method. The term comes from "canon," which is
the law or rules of the church. See canonical name and canonical synthesis.
http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/canonical
Johnson Michael The Canonical Significance of the Synod of Bishops of 1994 on
Consecrated Life From the Lineamenta to the Vita Adnotationes in Ius Canonicum.
http://www.peterlang.com/download/datasheet/34729/datasheet_50557.pdf
Canonical is the adjective for canon, literally a 'rule', and has come to mean also
'standard', ' archetypal ', 'typical', or 'unique; distinguished; exemplar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonical

Optimal Transportation and Applications: Lectures given at the C.I.M.E. Summer School
held in Martina Franca, Italy, September 2-8, 2001 (Lecture Notes in Mathematics
http://www.goodreads.com/work/list?page=11000
The Canonical Significance of the Synod of Bishops of 1994 on Consecrated Life: From
the Lineamenta to the Vita Consecrata Adnotationes in Ius Canonicum: Amazon.de
http://www.amazon.de/Canonical-Significance-Synod-BishopsConsecrated/dp/0820460966
Introduction The fact of the inspiration of the Bible as God s special revelation to man
naturally leads to the question (since many other religious books were
https://bible.org/seriespage/7-bible-holy-canon-scripture
Ken Graham. First - both Absolute and Canonical forms are OS dependent per the API
documentation for java.io.File. Second - Absolute is not absolute.
http://www.jguru.com/faq/view.jsp?EID=42115
In programming, canonical means 'according to the rules.' And non-canonical means 'not
according to the rules.'
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/canonical
I do canonical correlation analysis between two multivariate datasets $X$ and $Y$. For
each pair of canonical variates (x-y pair) I get the canonical correlation
http://stats.stackexchange.com/questions/74470/statistical-significance-in-canonicalcorrelation-analysis
Sometimes I read a sentence containing the word canonical, but I cannot find appropriate
meaning of the word. For example, in this link: Returns a canonical
http://english.stackexchange.com/questions/34920/what-does-canonical-mean
The canonical significance of the Synod of Bishops of 1994 on consecrated life : from the
Lineamenta to the Vita consecrata
http://www.worldcat.org/title/canonical-significance-of-the-synod-of-bishops-of-1994-onconsecrated-life-from-the-lineamenta-to-the-vita-consecrata/oclc/52377565
The canonical gospels are the first four books of the New Testament. the Christian canon,
texts approved canonized--by general consensus in the church.
http://en.citizendium.org/wiki/Canonical_Gospels

15 9783631505571 1 A01 Johnson Michael Kallidukil the Synod of 1994 on Consecrated
life and the post document Vita consecrata contributed
http://www.peterlang.com/download/onix/50557.xml
Get this from a library! The canonical significance of papal and curial pronouncements.
[Francis G Morrisey]
http://www.worldcat.org/title/canonical-significance-of-papal-and-curialpronouncements/oclc/4445587
Definition of canonical in the Online Dictionary. Multiple meanings, detailed information
and synonyms for canonical.
http://onlinedictionary.datasegment.com/word/canonical
64 Tests of significance in canonical analysis As an example of the way in which the test
works for small values of n, consider the 5 % point forp = 2, q = 5.
http://www.jstor.org/pss/2332463
I'm not exactly sure if this is the right place to post this, but assuming it is, what is the
meaning of 'canonical'? Someone told me that roughly speaking, it means
https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/meaning-of-canonical.151733/

